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Abstract

Telecommunication providers have been offering digital multimedia applications includ-

ing broadcast video, video on demand (VOD) and multimedia teleconferencing over the

existing twisted-pair telephone lines by using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technolo-

gies. However, there are some problems with broadband services over the DSL access

networks, e.g. the limitation of DSL bandwidth and the existing DSL Access Multiplex-

ers (DSLAMs) do not support QoS guarantees for broadband services. in this thesis, we

propose a solution to deal with the limitations of the DSL access networl<s. In the pro-

posed scheme, a single buffer created by the logical buffers is setup in the DSL port of the

DSLAM in the Central Office (CO), which is connected directly to the customer. Each

traffic class coming in the DSL port is fed into its own logical buffer and guaranteed by a

service rate. The different traffic classes are treated separately according to their ïespec-

tive QoS requirements instead of as a common traffic class. To evaluate the performance

of this scheme, the probability distributions of overflow and delay are derived by using

the analytical method of fluid-flow queueing. Traffic classes are all modeled as Markov

Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP) from the practicalH.264lAVC (MPEG4-Advanced

Visual Coding or MPEG-4 part 10) video, voice, data and FTP sources. The results of

the performance evaluation show that with our proposal, the DSLAMs can provide QoS

guarantees for broadband services over the DSL access networks. We can call it as the

QoS-capable DSLAM for broadband services over the DSL access networks.
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Chapten 1

trntrodr.lction

In recent years, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) access technologies have been deployed

worldwide to provide high-speed data access to the residential or small-to-medium size

business customers over the twisted-pair telephone lines by telephone companies. For

example, Asymmetric DSL (ADSL) technology can provide maximum throughput up

to SMbps down stream, and upstream bandwidth range from 16 to 846 Kps, or Very-

high-data-rate DSL (VDSL) can delivery 13 to 52 Mbps downstream and 1.5 to 2.3 Mbps

upstream [29]. (Upstream refers to the traffic flow from the customer to the provider, and

downstream refers to the traffic from the provider to the customer). DSL technologies

have opened up a new world of applications that were not possible before with analog

modem or event Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). With DSL technologies,

telephone companies can offer not only high-speed data, voice for entertainment, multiple-

voice calls but also television channels (TV), and video on demand (VoD) to the customers

over the existing copper lines.

Tladitionally, telephone companies only provide voice services by using the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). The voice services are circuit-switched and a ded-

icated copper line is needed for each telephone line. So the customers and telephone

companies will have to add more cost of provisioning additional copper lines, if the cus-
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tomers need more telephone lines. With voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) or voice

over Asynchronous Transfer Mode (VoATM) technology 122,34,35,37,38] and DSL tech-

nologies, telephone companies can offer simultaneously multiple-voice calls over the same

copper line. These technologies provide a convenient and cost-effective solution.

Video services including television channels and video on demand (VoD), have been

provided by the cable or direct broadcast satellite operators so far. The video compression

methods, MPEG-I, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 Simple Profile and H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced

Video Coding (H.264lAVC) have been introduced and standardized recently. They have

been bringing many benefits of the bandwidth savings for video transmission over data

networks [47]. The latest video coding, H.264lAVC, cuts the bandwidth requirement

for digital video delivery in half compared to the previous and existing video compres-

sion standards. By combining with H.264lAVC, DSL enables the telephone companies

to deploy broadcast-and-DVD-quality content over the existing copper lines [36]. The

customers of telephone companies can now watch television channels, VoD, or even play

interactive games over the same copper lines.

Besides, DSL technologies have the following advantages over fiber-optic technology,

cable or satellite broadband connections

The existing telecommunication infrastructure, there are more than 820 million

copper lines installed worldwide [29]. It enables DSL to delivery broadband services

at a very low deployment cost.

DSL can offer a dedicated, private, and secure channei of communication between

the consumer and the service provider [7].

To ensure Quality of Service (QoS) for data services transmission, ATM has been used

commonìy and widely as the data link layer for DSL deployments [29]. The main reason

is ATM layer gives the flexibility to efficientiy support classical higher layer protocols like

TCP/P and at the same time manages the low delay and delay variation requirements

of voice and video services using entirely different higher layer protocols. ATM based
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DSL is really the most promising technoiogy that enables telephone companies to offer

voice, video, and data application over the existing copper line.

1.1 Motivation

In the DSL access networks, every customer has its o\r/n copper line connecting to the

Central Office (CO), specifically, a port of DSL modem card of the DSL Access Multi-

plexer (DSLAM) system at the CO. Tlaffic over DSL from the customers is multiplexed

onto a high-speed bacl<bone network interface of the DSLAM before entering the back-

bone networks, e.g. ATM, Frame Relay interfaces. In the opposite way, the aggregated

traffic from the backbone networks is split into individual traffic for each customer. The

current generation DSLAMs are the systems of data services only providing "best effort"

guarantees [45]. When the broadband services with different levels of quality of service

(QoS) are offered to the customers, the systems become unwieidy and unworkable. For

example, data traffic is generally considered to be very bursty, much less sensitive to

delay, but loss intolerant.

On the other hand, real-time traffic such as voice and video is delay-sensitive but

can tolerate some loss. Among real-time traffic, voice is usually less bursty and has

a smaller bit rate, whereas video is generally burstier and has a higher bandwidth re-

quirement. This diversity of traffic characteristics and QoS requirements indicates that

different classes of traffic should be treated separately according to their respective QoS

requirements instead of as a common traffic class. This problem shows that the existing

DSLAM supporting only "best effort" can not guarantee any QoS for broadband services

over DSL access networks. The DSLAM systems are needed to enhance for supporting

broadband services transmission over DSL. In the upload direction, many papers and

vendors worked on this problem, such as 13,25,33]. They introduced some schemes such

as queueing and scheduling schemes at customer's premises, and the DSLAMs. Mean-
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while, in the download direction, the problem did not attract much the attention of the

researchers. Only in [25,40], the authors proposed admission control schemes for broad-

band transmission over ATM over the DSL access networks at the video servers. These

schemes only concentrated on controlling the QoS guarantees of broadband transmis-

sion over the backbone ATM networks. The bandwidth of the DSL access networks was

supposed to completely satisfy the bandwidth requirements of the broadband services.

In addition to the lack of the QoS management of the DSLAM, the bandwidth of DSL

access networks is limited by the distance from the customers to the COs, when broad-

band services are transmitted over DSL. In practice, broadband services are provided

mainly from the service providers to the customers over data networks including back-

bone networks and access networks. DSL access networks will have to carry broadband

services including video, voice and data traffic from the CO. Although DSL can operate

at SMbps or 52 Mbps of download speed with ADSL technology or VDSL technology,

respectively, it is not easily achievable. The practical downìoad bandwidth of the DSL

access networks is normally less than the maximum speed, because the service providers

always expect to offer broadband services to as many customers as possible. Meanwhile,

the bandwidth is in inverse proportion to the distance between the customers and the CO.

For example, more than 65 percent of customers in United States of American are within

12,000 feet, and up to 95 percent of distances are within 18,000 feet [8] (corresponding

ADSL download bandwidth of L544 Mbps).

Thus, to guarantee QoS for the transmission of broadband services over DSL, we need

to have an approach to allocate buffer and DSL channel's bandwidth for each traffic class

with its QoS level at the DSLAM.
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L.2 Thesis Contributions

The objective of this research project is to propose a solution to ensure QoS for broadband

services transmission over the DSL access network from the DSLAM to the customer.

The problems of the DSL access networks include: the limitation of the bandwidth of the

DSL access networks for broadband services and no-QoS-capabie existing DSLAM, when

carrying broadband services with different QoS levels through the DSL access networks.

To deal with these problems, we propose a common large buffer at the DSL port of the

DSLAM that is divided into different logical buffers for individual traffic classes. The

customer's traffic is fed into their logical buffers. Based on the service level agreement and

the type of traffic class, we can allocate logical buffer capacity and DSL access network's

bandwidth for each traffic class. So traffic classes can be guaranteed QoS for transmission

over DSL.

To analyze buffer capacity and bandwidth allocations for each traffic class, we apply

fluid-flow queuing method [30]. Then we evaluate the performance of the proposai based

on the results that are derived from the above analysis. The main contributions of this

thesis are as the followings:

Discussing DSL access technologies.

Studying the architectures and networks protocol stacks of video, voice and data

traffic over the DSL access networks.

Modeling data, voice, and video traffic sources as two-state Markov Modulated

Fluid Process (MMFP).

Proposing an â,pproach to support different QoS levels for voice, video and data

traffic transmission over the DSL access networks. A single large buffer, which is

divided into the logical buffers for individual traffic classes, is setup in the DSL

port of the DSLAM that is connected directly to the customer. In addition, an

algorithm for buffer allocation is recommended to the proposal. The algorithm
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allows the logical buffer to share their unused buffer. The algorithm increases the

efficiency of the proposed approach.

Analyzing the fluid-flov/ queue driven by N independent two-state MMFP sources.

The QoS parameters of the system are measured in the overflow and delay proba-

bility distributions.

Evaluating the performance of the proposal based on the practical traffic classes and

the results of the analysis of the above system. The QoS performance are measured

for each logical buffer holding each traffic class such as H.26al AYC video, voice and

data.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as foilows: Chapter 2 discusses the basic concepts of DSL tech-

nologies, and the architectures of voice/video over DSL. We also study the fundamentals

of the Markov-modulated process fluid models for voice and video traffic in this chapter.

In chapter 3, we frrst discuss the limitations of the existing DSLAMs and then present

our proposal to provide QoS guarantees in the DSLAMs. We analyze a fluid-flow queue

driven by N two-state Markov sources based on the fluid-flow method in chapter 4. In

the next chapters, we first model the practicaIH.264lAVC video, voice call, data and

FPT sources into two-state MMFPs and then evaluate the performance of our proposal

in terms of overflow probability and tail distribution of delay based on two-state MMFPs

of the practical traffic sources. We state our conclusions and discuss the scope for future

work in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

The objective of this chapter is to introduce the fundamentals of DSL technologies and

to discuss some video/audio models, which are very important for the analysis of queuing

in the DSLAM. We first present the basic concepts of DSL technologies and the data link

layer of the current DSL deployment, and then discuss the architectures of Voice/Video

transmission over DSL including video/voice over ATM over DSL and video/voice over

IP over ATM over DSL. The latest video coding, H.264|AVC, is also discussed in the

following section, because it is a promising technology for video transmission over DSL.

Besides, we also study how to model Voice/Video traffic sources as a Markov modulated

Poisson Process (MMPP) model in the following sections of the chapter.

----Upload Stream.-->

Figure 2.1: The topology of DSL access network.
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2.L DSL Basics

DSL is a transmission technology using the existing twisted-pair teiephone lines to trans-

port high-speed data to the customers. Figure 2.1 illustrates a DSL connectivity. There

is a DSL modem at the customer, commonly known as customer premises equipment

(CPE). At the Centre Office (CO), a corresponding DSL modem demodulats the signals

moduiated by CPE. Depending on which transport layer the CPE and DSLAM of the

CO agreed on using (whether it is ATM or Frame Relay), the DSLAM makes neces-

sary switching decision to forward the customer traffic to the customer's destination. To

differentiate DSL data from the regular analog voice, DSL technologies usually use the

frequency spectrum, which is higher than regular analog voice (typicalty 4kHz). The

splitters at both the customer and the CO are used to classify regular anaiog voice and

DSL data as in Figure 2.1. Table 2.1 depicts the most commonly used DSL technologies

with their corresponding distance limitation and bandwidth 145]. The distance in Table

2.1 reflects the distance from the CPE to the CO. Depending on which DSL technol-

ogy we select, r¡/e can achieve different bandwidth in both upstream and downstream

direction.

IJpstream Bit Rate Downstream Bit Rate Distance

ADSL Up to 864 Kbps Up to 8 Mbps Up to 18,000 feet

G.Lite Up to 512 Kbps Up to 1.536 Mbps Up to 18,000 feet

VDSL Up to 20 Mbps Up to 52 Mbps Up to 4,500 feet

SDSL Up to 768 Kbps Up to 768 Kbps Up to 10,000 feet

G.shdsl Up to 2.3 Mbps Up to 2.3 Mbps Up to 22,000 feet

Table 2.1: DSL Technology Characteristics.
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z.L.L DSL Technologies

There are two broad divisions of DSL technologies- asymmetric DSL and symmetric DSL.

The difference between asymmetric and symmetric is simple: Either the throughput rate

is higher for downstream than for up stream or the bit rate is the same for both upstream

and downstream. ADSL line delivers more bandwidth downstream from the CO to the

customer than up stream. For example, in tabie 2.1, ADSL, G.Lite, and VDSL are

asymmetric DSL technologies. SDSL and G.shdsl are symmetric DSL technologies. The

imbalance of asymmetric DSL technology arises from two factors: typical Internet usage

habits, and technical hindrance at the CO. The first factor is the customers normally

download bursts of rich graphic and multimedia applications, and then they upload e-mail

or non-rich multimedia applications. The most important factor is at the CO crosstalk

- the interference between two wires in the same bundle, caused by the electrical energy

carried by each- prevents equally high upstream rates from user to the network.

ADSL technology is deployed most widely in DSL deployment. ADSL offers a greater

bandwidth in the downstream direction than in the upstream direction. The upstream

bandwidths range from 16 Kbps to 864 Kbps in the 25kHz-200kHz loop frequency band.

Downstream bandwidths depend upon the length of the DSL link and range from 1.544

Mbps (corresponding the distance 18,000 feet) to 8 Mbps (corresponding g,000 feet)in

the 240kHz-2MHz spectral band.

G.Lite (also called Splitterless ADSL or ADSL Lite) is a version of ADSL that provides

lower bandwidths, but is easier to deploy. G.Lite eliminates the need for a splitter by

allowing the CPE to be plugged in directly to the existing teiephone socket. The absence

of a filter results in increased interference between voice and data channels, thereby

leading to additional noise and reduced capacity of G.Lite. G.Lite can provide throughput

from 64Kbps to 1.536 Mbps downstream and from 32 Kbps to 512 Kbps upstream. The

performance of G.Lite may be improved using a micro-filter. It is cheaper and easier to

install than a splitter and can provide separation of voice and data channels.
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Very high-bit-rate DSL (VDSL) is an emerging technology that can offer 13 Mbps

to 52 Mbps downstream capacity over a, single twisted copper pair at short distance.

However, the operating range of VDSL is currently limited to between 1000 feet (with the

download rate 52 Mbps) and a maximum of 4500 feet (with download rate 13 Mbps). The

upload rate of VDSL can reach up 2OMbps. VDSL comes in two variants: a symmetric

version and an asymmetric version, which is one of the key differences from ADSL. The

asymmetric version of VDSL delivers a slower data rate approximately 1.5 to 2.3 Mbps

upstream.

Symmetric DSL (SDSL) uses a single twisted pair to provide symmetric data rates of

192 Kbps to 768 Mbps in both directions. SDSL is actually a general term for a number of

variations of DSL that provide symmetric data rates in the range mentioned above. The

typical maximum distance for SDSL usually is up to 10,000 feet. A disadvantage of this

technology is SDSL implementation is not based on any standard, and it is proprietary

with each vendor based on the chipset they use. Therefore, it is not commonly and widely

deployed.

G.shdsl is a standard version of SDSL that provides symmetric bandwidths between

192 Kbps and 2.3 Mbps in both directions. It enables operation over 20 to 30 percent

Ionger distances than SDSL. G.shdsl permits multi-vendor interoperability and compat-

ibility with other DSL technologies. The standard specifies the use of a single twisted

pair for normal operation and two twisted pairs for operation over longer distances.

2.L.2 Data Link Layer for DSL Access Networks

The previous section mentioned DSL technologies that are related to the layer 1 in ISO

model. Moving up one layer, we now discuss the data link layer for DSL deployment. The

most common and widely deployed data link layer protocol for DSL deployment today

is ATM layer. In addition to ATM layer, other technologies are also used such as Frame

Relay or HDSL. The use of Frame Relay is not common for DSL deployment. Thus,

r0
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we only consider ATM layer as a data link protocol for DSL deployment in the whole

thesis. In ATM networks, the time is slotted and in one slot one "cell" of information

can be transmitted. Variable size packets are segmented into constant size cells (48 bytes

of information f 5bytes of header) before entering the networks. It is very suitable for

applications such as voice and video, which are intolerant of deiays resulting from waiting

for large packets to be transmitted such as IP packets. Besides, ATM data link layer

setups virtual circuits (VC) across the networks to establish end-to-end connections and

then passes the cells through the connections. It provides QoS guarantees for broadband

applications over the networks.

2.2 Video/Voice over DSL

There are two Voice/Video over DSL technologies- Voice/Video over ATM over DSL

and Voice/Video over IP over DSL. Unlike data traffic, video and voice traffic are very

sensitive to packet loss and delay, because they adversely affect the Video/Voice quality.

Hence, the service providers have to implement tight QoS controls from end to end. ATM

networks provide full QoS mechanisms by using ATM Adaptation Layer 2 with different

bit rate service such as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable bit Rate (VBR) service.

Meanwhile, IP networks were originally designed to provide only best-effort service. The

best effort approach does not satisfy the requirement of many applications, which require

a guarantee level service from the network. However, the Internet Engineering Task

Forces (IETF) have been working on these problems and also proposing some approaches

for QoS quarantees as:

The Integrated Services (IntServ), which provide QoS to individual flows [10].

The Differentiated Services (DiffServ), which provide QoS to aggregates of flows [9].

Thus, IP networks have been migrating to support multiple traffic classes rather than a

single "best effort" class.

11
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2.2.L Voice/Video over ATM over DSL

Figure 2.2 presents the Voice/Video over ATM over DSL architecture and the protocol

stacks for this scenario. In the Video/Voice over ATM technology, voice and video traffic

are encapsulated directly in ATM Adaptation Layer 2 (A^L2) using Constant Bit Rate

(CBR) and Variable bit Rate (VBR) service, respectively. Data traffic is typically en-

capsulated in IP packets, and then ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) breaks them into

the 48-byte segments. AAL2 use Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) service for data segments.

Voice, video and data are carried over different virtual circuit connections (VCC) that

are setup by ATM layer. Each customer has fixed voice VCC, video VCC and data VCC

that establish the connection from the customer to the sources. It is called as the end

to end virtual circuit (VC) architecture. The DSLAM in this scenario acts as a tradi-

tional ATM switch. It makes a decision, and then forward a customer's traffic to its finai

destination based on the header information of ATM cells that ihe DSLAM receives, see
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Figure 2.2.

The CPE in this scenario is an Integrated Access Device (IAD) that provides the

integration and differentiation of voice, video and data access at the customer premises.

The IAD consists of an Ethernet port for data traffic and two or more ports for voice

and video traffic. For voice and video packets, AAL2 defines a header that contains an

identifier indicating which flow it belongs to. The header also has fields for length and

encoding scheme. Each voice or video flow requests CBR or VBR QoS and specifies the

peak data rate in its traffic contract by using ATM's signaling mechanism. Any node

along the path, which cannot support the data rate specified in the traffic contract, will

rejects the call. The voice or video flows that get admitted are guaranteed a portion of the

bandwidth and hence they experience low delays across the network. Thus, Voice/Video

over ATM with their low protocol overhead and built-in QoS support has been a strong

contender to provide Voice/Video over DSL.

The advantage of this technology is the Network Access Providers (NAP) does not

have to deal with the challenging issues of IP address. Besides, the Service Providers

(SP) can manage easily QoS through the end-to-end VC architecture. For example, the

SP can offer different levels of QoS for different services based on setup different VCs for

different services. The biggest challenge is the NAP face is a mount of VCs through the

core and time to take to provision the customer with their services, when the services are

deployed. In addition, they also have to consider that the limited bandwidth is available

on DSL connections when voice, video and data traffic are transmitted over DSL channel.

Therefore, we need an approach to reduce the bandwidth requirements of broadband

services in DSLAMs, before forwarding the traffic over DSL channel. The approach in

the DSLAMs must provide Quality of Service on a per-virtual circuit connection basis.

This means the video, voice and data must be handled via different queues in the DSL

ports in the direction towards the customer. The queues must be managed such that,

provided the video and voice traffic does not exceed the provisioned cell rate, video and

13
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voice lvill ahvays be given prioritv over data.

2.2.2 Video and Voice over IP over DSL

In acldition to Voice/Video traffic over ATVI over DSL, Voice/Vicleo over IP (VoIP) [221

is also a technoiogy for carrying Voice/Video traffic over DSL. Figure 2.3 represents the

architecture of Voice/Vicleo over IP orer ATNÍ over DSL depioyment. The protocol stacl<

that is used r,r'idely for Video/Voice traffic is based on the.Real-Time Protocol (RTP)

running over the LTser Dataglam Protocol (UDP) over IP. RTP provides identificarion of

the voice/video encoding format within the voice packet, together ¡,vith a sequence number

ancl time-stamp to enabìe a synchronous video/voice stream to be re-constructed from

stream of RTP packets. UDP provides a port number which enables multipìe vicleo/r,oice
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DSCP I CU

Figure 2.4: The DiffServ field.

streams to be multiplexed between two IP end-points. IP, of course) provides the source

and destination address that enables the IP network to switch packets from one end-point

to another. The Layer 2 protocol (including ALLS and ATM layer) then treats IP packets

alike and usually does not perform any QoS-reiated functions. All IP packets, regardless

of whether it contains video, voice or data between the integrated access network at

the customer premises and IP networks over a single VCC. A problem with video, voice

and data sharing the same VCC is voice or video traffic can suffer congestion at times

of heavy data, and video or voice load. Another problem with video, voice and data

traveling on the same VCC is the variability of queuing delay. Even if the voice and data

packets are placed in separate queues for transmission over the DSL access networks, with

voice packets getting priority, the transmission of large data packets will monopolize the

connection for considerable periods of time. The alternative solution to transport voice,

video and data packets over a DSL connection is to carry them on separate VCCs. This

approach improves the outlook for guaranteed voice performance, because the VCC that

is provisioned to transport voice and video packets can be set up with the appropriate

traffic class (Constant Bit Rate or Variable Bit Rate Real Time) to give a guaranteed QoS.

This solution is developed by using DiffServ or IntServ, especially Layer 3 IP precedence

(three type-of-service bits in iP headers) that provides a convenient way to differentiate

and assign priority to traffic. IP packet is classified at the edge of the networks. For

example, in the DiffServ architecture for IP, the IPv4 Type of Service (TOS) octet is

redefined as the DiffServ field, as shown in Figure 2.4. Six bits of the DiffServ field make

up the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) and two bits are currently unused (CU) Traffic

DiffServ classes will be mapped to different VCCs. Therefore, the voice and video pachet
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transmissions can be interleaved with data packet transmissions, avoiding the extra jitter

effect of large data packets. On the other hand, there is now the additional necessity for

the voice gateway to provide an IP address for the separate VCC into each integrated

access device.

In addition, packetization delay and transmission delay aiways are expected to be a

minimum, when transmitting video, voice traffic. To achieve this approach, the pavload

of voice packets is designed in small size. Video and voice over IP protocol stack has

several layers i.e. Real-time transport protocol (RTP), UDP, IP, each of which adds a

header to the payload. These headers impose a significant protocol overhead on the small

packets. Solutions for this problem have been studying and proposing, such as header

compression techniques in [12,13,20]. They help to alleviate the bandwidth problem.

In this scenario, the new generation DSLAM, IP enable DSLAM (IP DSL), which

provide the functionality of IP in traditionally ATM-based DSLAM. IP DSL acts like

a IP router. It routes the IP packets to their destination. By using IP protocol in the

layer 3 of the DSLAM, iP DSL can provide IP multicast, making it possible to provide

high bandwidth video or streaming applications to the customers. We can event save

bandwidth more in the backbone networks, if using local caching and content at the CO.

In addition, the Network Access Providers can provide services with security like firewall

to their customer by using IP DSLs. Like video, voice and data over ATM technology, the

problem of this technology is the limited bandwidth of DSL for transmitting broadband

services over DSL, because IP DSL only brings the benefits of bandwidth savings for the

backbone networks. To deaÌ with this problem, we also can deploy the approach that is

alike the approach in video, voice and data over ATM technology. The reason is video,

voice and data traffic of this technology are typically mapped into separate VCCs through

DiffServ over IP and ATM data link layer So IP DSL can classify and manage different

traffic classes coming in it. This means the video, voice and data are handled easily via

different queues in the DSL ports of IP DSL in the direction towards the customer.

16
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2.3

Figure 2.5: Typical voice source behavior.

Traffic Models

Traffic models are very important for network design, performance evaluation and queue-

ing analysis for network devices such switch, muitiplexers, etc. However, there are dif-

ferent traffic models. Each matches certain statistical characteristics of traffic to the

approximating model. Thus, it is desired to select the appropriate traffic models that

make our network analysis tractable. In the previous section, we assumed that ATM

is the data link layer protocol for DSL deployment. The traffic that is generated from

different sources is encapsulated into fixed size cells. Then cells of each sources are carry

on a individual VCC. Thus, we can consider the traffic over VCCs of ATM networks as a

cell flow. The statistical characteristics of the cell flow depend on the statisticai behavior

of traffic sources. For example, the voice source is usually less bursty and has a smaller

bit rate, whereas video is generally burister and has a higher bandwidth requirement. In

the following sections, we study traffic models for data, voice and video sorlrces. The

models describe approximately the statistical behavior of traffic sources that allow us to

predict and analyze the network performance.

2.3.L Model for Voice Tbaffic

A voice source generates cells that is digitized and then encapsulated into IP packets

then ATM cells based on the behavior of a voice source) illustrated in Figure 2.5. A voice

L7
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r = 64 Kbps

Figure 2.6: On-Off voice model

source is "active" when the talker is actually speaking. During active periods, the voice

source generates fixed length cells at regular intervals which are depicted in Figure 2.5.

The voice source is "inactive" and generates no cells during periods in which the speaker

is silent. Thus, voice source is often modeled as on/off input processes in a Markovian

manner [4,75,19,44]. When the voice traffic model is in the on-state, it will generate

cells at a constant rate, while a source is in the off-state, no cell come out. The duration

of active period fits the exponential distribution reasonably well while the duration of

inactive periods is approximated less well by the exponential distribution. The 2-state

continuous-time Markov chain model that is typically used to model a voice source, is

shown in Figure 2.6. In this model, a-1 and p,-1 are mean active and inactive periods,

respectively. In ON state, the voice source generates araLe r. In practice, for normal

conversation a-l :352ms, þ-1 :650rns, and r :64Kbps [I5).

2.4 Video traffic

With DSL technologies for access networks, telephone companies have been providing

digital multimedia applications including broadcast video, video on demand (VOD) and

multimedia teleconferencing over the existing twisted-pair telephone lines. Although

DSL technologies can provide high bandwidth for access networks, the multimedia appli-

cations are typically coded before transmitting over data networks. The coding not only

compresses video content to reduce the storage and bandwidth requirements of digital
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pictures but aiso provides error-resilience tools. Uniike data traffic, the statistical param-

eters of video traffic strongly depends on the video encode schemes. That is why we are

discussing theH.264IAVC video coding, the latest video coding method. A construction

method of the video traffic model also is studied in the following sections. The video

model allows us to analyze and predict the network performance accurately.

2.4.L The H.264/AVC Video Coding

Video coding methods have evolved from MPEG-I and MPEG-2 (also known as ITU-

T H.262) to H.263 coding standards. They are diversified for telecommunication ap-

plications such as from ISDN services to embrace PSTN, the wireless networks and

LAN/Internet delivery. Throughout this development, efforts have been made to maxi-

mize coding efficiency while satisfying the diversification of network types and their char-

acteristic formatting and ioss/error robustness requirement. Recently MPEG-4 (part 2

or ASP) with enhanced coding abiiity has been introduced and diversified in the appli

cations of prior coding standards.

In early 1998, the H.26L coding standard rvas proposed by Video Coding Experts

Group (VCEG-ITU-T SG16 Q.6). The purpose of the new standard is to double coding

efficiency in comparison to any other existing video coding standards and provide a

network-friendly video representation. In fact, this coding standard is the improvement

of MPEG 4 part 2. In December of 2001, VCEG and the Moving Picture Experts Group

(MPEG) formed the Joint Video Team (JVT) and H.26L was renamed to H.264lAVC

(Advanced Visual Coding or MPEG-4 part 10).

This standard is expected to be approved by the middle of this year) more detail

in la7l. JVT has enhanced continuously H.26alAVC for last 4 years. The work started in

VCEG with the implementation was the reference software version, so-called test model

long-term TML-I in August 1999. However, the results of the coding performance \Mere

similar to H.263 standard. The present draft H2641 AVC coding standard is implemented
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by a software version Joint Mode 6.1 (JM) [2], after several enhancements. Throughout

this evolution, JVT group have been archived the goal of creating H.264lAVC. Wiegand

T. et al did comparc H.264lAYC to the successful prior coding standards MPEG-2,

H.263, and MPEG-4 part 2142]. The average bit-rate savings provided by each encoder

relative to all other tested encoders over the entire set of sequences and bit-rates are

depicted in Table 2.2. IL can be seen that H.264lAVC significantly outperforms all other

standards.

H.264 consists of a video coding layer (VCL) and a network adaptation layer (NAL).

The VCL consists of the core compression engine, and comprises syntactical levels com-

monly known as the block-, macroblock-, and slice level. It is designed to be as network

independent as possible. The VCL also contains several coding tools that enhance the er-

ror resilience of the compressed video stream. The NAL formats the VCL representation

of the video and provides header information in a manner appropriate for conveyance by

different layers or storage media. In particuiar, it includes mechanisms for:

o The representation of the data that is required to decode individual slices (data that

resides in picture and sequence headers in previous video compression standards).

o The start code emulation prevention.

e The support of supplementary enhancement information (SEI).

o The framing of the bit strings that represent coded slices for the use over bit-

oriented networks.

H.264lAVC, in addition to all its coding-efficiency oriented features, introduces a set of

new tools that improve the error resilience [46]. H.264lAVC is really a promising video

compression standard for video transmission over DSL networks.

2.4.2 Video Model

There has been a considerable amount of works on modeling video in the literature. In

the first stage, much of the work only concentrated on matching statistical parameters
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Coder MPEG-4 H.263 MPEG-2

H.264lAVC 38.62% 45.80% 64.46%

MPEG_4 16.65% 42.95%

H.263 30.61%

of video source without reaily considering which of these statistics are important to

network performance, for example see [28,32]. While data networks have been flourishing,

video models for analyzing and predicting network performance have became a urgent

demand. Many video models for this propose have been introduced. We can classify these

video models of the network performance into two major classes: the models for analytic

techniques and the models for computer simulation and experimentation [18]. The modeis

for analytic techniques are only applied in analyzing performance networks, especially

queueing analysis. Meanwhile, the models for computer simulation and experimentation

are used only to simulate the experiments. We will only discuss about analytic video

models in this thesis. The analytic models will be used to determine buffer capacity and

bandwidth allocation for broadband services in the DSLAM, when broadband services

are transmitted over the DSL access networks.

The video models are developed typically from capturing the statistical characteristics

of actual video traffic. If the traffic models do not accurately represent actual traffic,

the analysis may overestimate or underestimate network performance. There are many

papers proposing video traffic models for analysis. The first generation video models

are stationary traffic models: Markov and Regression models that have a correlation

structure is characterized by an exponential decay, or short-range dependence (SRD).

For example, Maglaris [28] modeled video traffic by using a two-state Markov model.

Later analysis of video traffic measures showed that the auto-correlation to zero at a

slower rate than exponential, see [6]. Since then the next generation video models have
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Figure 2.7: Constructing four-state DMMPP from two independent two-state DMMPP's.

been developed based on long-range dependence (LRD) and self-similarly, e.g. in [6].

They are not completely constructed based on stochastic property. The other video

models are the improvement of the first generation video models by adding the LRD

(self-similarly) characteristic such as [49]. The video model in [49] is suitable for our

queueing analysis in this thesis.

In [49], the authors has proposed a four-state discrete-time Markov modulated Pois-

son process model (DMMPP). The four-state DMMP model is constructed from the

superposition of two independent two sate DMMPP models [28] illustrated in Figure 2.7.

We note that that the bit rates of the states are approximate the rate by a continuous

time process with discrete jumps at random Poisson times. This model has overcome

the problems about LRD that the first generation models did not deal. We discuss more

details about this model. Because two two-state DMMPP are independent, the mean of

the resulting four-state is simply the sum of the mean of two two-state DMMP, as follows

pzÀn I ptÀ:rz pq)zt * pz\zz
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Similarly, the variance of four-state DMMPP is the sum of the variance of two two-state

DMMPP

o':o?+o3, (2.2)

where

o?: p2À11 * p1À12 PrPz (À11- Àtr)'
+

Pz -f Pt
, \') 1

\h + Pz)

and

: - P+Àzt I PsÀzz, PsP¿ (Àr, - Àrr)'

" - P' + Pn - -- ç'*;¡-
The auto-covariance property shows that the auto-covariance of the sum of two indepen-

dent time series is the sum of the auto-covariance of each time series. The autocorrelation

function of the four-state DMMPP is directly derived from two independent two-state

Markov models as follows:

r(k):ABk+CDk, (2 3)

where
n-l ol \ orpz(Àrr-)rz)2^-1;7¡V,)M
B:L-h-pz
n_( ol \ p*a(Àzt_Àzz)z
" - ¡4¡41

(2 4)

D:L-ps-p¿.
Assume that B < D and D ---, I, then the autocorrelation function at small lags is

dominated by ABk and the autocorrelation at large is dominated by C Dk. That means

that we can capture the inter-arrival correlation in two different ranges by properly

adjusting parameters A,B,C, and D. Thus, the video model can capture two different

ranges of arrival correlation by using four-state DMMPP model. On the other hand,

if we have the numerical values of. A,B,C, and D then rve can determine the values

of the means) variances of the model from (2.4). However, it is not easy to find these

parameters. So the authors in [a9] proposed a algorithm for determining ,4, B, C, and D.

Based on a measured video trace from the network, we obtain the numerical values of

the mean, the variance, and the autocorrelation function of the measured trace. Assume

D
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lhat þ is the sample mean of the measured trace and

T+K T_K ^þr: 2 P aro LL2: 2 P1

where -I < K < -1. From (2.1) and (2.4), we get

o,:(11=) r'-ul and p2:(+) r'-rl ,

where -L < Kt < 1 and
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Similarly, we have the following results for the second two-state DMMPP

,,:(v#) r'-"1 and pa:(+) r,-rr ,

where -t l Kt < l and

Àrr:Flt

\

^tz: I,Lt I

Àzt : l-tz I

\_
^zz: þzl

(2 5)

(2 6)

(2.7)

(2 8)

(2 e)

(2 10)

From (2.5) to (2.10), the means and bit rates of two two-state Markov models are func-

tions of Kt,Kz,Ks and B,D. If we have the numerical values of these parameters, we

can compute the correlation, the probability mass function of four-state DMMPP. Given

the sample autocorrelation function of measured trace, performing Least Square Error

(LSE) of a curve fitting on the autocorrelation function in (2.3) and the sample auto-

correlation function of measured trace r (k), we obtain the numerical of A, B , C, and, D .

Then we apply these values into (2.5) and (2.8). In the similar manner) using LSE curve

fitting on the probability mass function and the values of probability mass function of the

measured trace, we get the numerical values of. K1,K2, a\d Ks. So we have the values

of the means, bit rates and variances for two independent two-state Markov modeìs and

the video four-state DMMPP model.

- pr)(1

@? - p,) (1 + Kr)

(oZ - rrr) (I + K2)

- t"r)Q* Nz)
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2.5 Summary

This chapter is meant to bring some basics concepts of DSL technologies, and traffic

modeling techniques. These basic concepts will help us have some backgrounds to un-

derstand the following chapters. We first discuss the fundamentals of DSL technologies

including the physicaì layer and the data link layer of the DSL access networks. Secondly,

we introduce two technologies, broadband services over ATM over DSL and broadband

services over IP ove¡ ATM over DSL, which are used to delivery broadband services

over the DSL access networl<s. Finaily, the techniques to model video and voice sources

as two-state Markov Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP) models are studied in the last

sections.
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Chapter 3

QoS-Capable DSLAM

In practice, the bandwidth of the DSL access networks is often the bottleneck in the

download direction, especially for ADSL, when DSL access networks carry broadband

services. The reason is the bandwidth is limited by the distance from the customers to the

CO. In addition to the limitation of DSL bandwidth, broadband services including voice,

video, and data traffic over DSL have different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements.

The diversity of traffic characteristics and QoS requirements indicate that different traf-

fic classes should be treated separately according to their respective QoS requirements

instead of as a common traffic. Thus, we need to have an approach to allocate buffer

and DSL bandwidth for individual traffic classes based on its QoS level in the DSLAM.

The approach will guarantee different QoS levels for broadband services over the DSL

access networks. In this chapter, \Me propose to set up a single buffer in the DSL port of

the DSLAM. The goal of the proposal is to reduce the bandwidth requirements of video,

voice and data traffic over DSL. In addition, the proposal also guarantee different QoS

levels for video, voice, and data traffic as they travel across the DSL access network from

the DSLAM to the end-customer. We also recommend a buffer allocation algorithm to

the proposal. The idea of the algorithm is logical buffers of traffic classes can share their

unused buffer. This algorithm helps to increase the efficiency of the proposal. In the
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final section of this chapter, we discuss some previous works that relate to our proposed

setup.

3.1 The Problem of the Existing DSLAMs: no QoS

guarantees for broadband services over DSL

The DSLAM is the last element in the access network before customer premises. It

is thus the vehicle for delivering broadband services. The existing generation DSLAM

provides only "best efforts" guarantee for data traffic. It makes switching decisions, and

then forwards video, voice and data traffic to the customers. For example, data over

ATM over DSL is deployed, the DSLAM works as an ATM switch. It only switches and

forwards the traffic to the destination. Recently) a new generation of the DSLAM, IP

enable DSLAM (iP DSL), is introduced to support the deployment of data traffic over

IP over ATM over DSL [29,45]. IP DSL works as an IP router. When receiving ATM

cells, it first reassembles ATM cells into IP packets and then forwards the packets to

the destination based on the IP address of the packet. In addition to the function of

IP router, IP DSL also aggregates the customers' traffic of its region and then forward

the traffic to their destination via the backbone networks. The reasons that IP DSL is

introduced to replace the DSLAM are:

o IP DSL can provide IP multicast that makes the backbone network save much

bandwidth for transmitting video traffic.

o When applying IP DSL, Ìocal web caching and content can be setup at the Centre

Office to save the bandwidth of the backbone networks.

o Ease of provisioning can be realized by provisioning the customer only once under

the IP DSL.

The IP DSL brings many benefits of the bandwidth savings for the backbone networks

and network managements. Meanwhile, the DSL access networks do not receive any
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concerns from the enhancement of the DSLAM. The DSL bandwidth has been supposed

to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of the current traffic e.g. voice and data. However,

the bandwidth of DSL can not satisfy the bandwidth requirements of broadband services

including video, voice and data services, when broadband services over DSL are deployed,

because the bandwidth is limited by the distance from the CO to the customers. For

example, more than 65 percent of customers in United States of American are within

12,000 feet, and up to 95 percent of distances are within 18,000 feet (corresponding

ADSL download bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps) 18]. In addition to the limitation of the DSL

bandwidth, broadband services including voice, video, and data traffic over DSL have

different QoS requirements. Data traffic is generally considered to be very busty, much

less sensitive to delay, but loss intolerant. On the other hand, real-time traffic such as

voice and video is delay-sensitive but can tolerate some loss. Among real-time traffi.c,

voice is usually less bursty and has a smaller bit rate, whereas video is generally burstier

and has a higher bandwidth requirement. This problem leads to the existing DSLAM/IP

DSL, which supports only "best effort" guarantee, can not guarantee different QoS levels

of broadband services over the DSL access networks. From chapter 2, we know that

traffic types of the customer are classifled based on the information of Virtual Circuit

Connections (VCCs) in the ATM layer or the information header of IP packet. For

example, the ATM based DSLAM, each traffic class of the customer is assigned by a

VCC, the DSLAM can easily identify what type of traffic a cell flow of this customers

is. The IP DSL supporting DiffServ can also classify what kind of class cell flow belongs

to. Then it maps the DiffSer classes to ATM services e.g. VBR for voice and video class,

UBR for data class in the ATM data link layer. So we assume that all traffic classes

coming into the DSLAM/IP DSL is classified. We don't consider this problem in this

thesis. We need an approach for the DSLAM/ IP DSL to provide QoS on a per-virtual

circuit connection basis. That is video, voice and data must be handled via different

queues in the DSL ports of the DSLAMs/IP DSLs in the direction toward the customer.
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IAD ln the
customer premises

Figure 3.1: QoS-capable ATM-based DSLAM.

The queues must be managed to reduce the bandwidth requirements of video, voice and

data traffic. Video and voice must be given priority over data to manage different QoS

levels of broadband services.

3.2 The solution: the QoS-capable DSLAM

We propose to setup a single large buffer in the DSL port of the DSLAM that connects

directly to the customer over the DSL access networks, illustrated in Figure 3.1 for the

ATM based DSLAM and Figure 3.2 for IP DSL. In both cases, the single buffer is divided

into logical FIFO buffer queues for individual traffic classes. Each class is fed into its own

buffer, which in term is guaranteed by a service rate C¿; where ¿ is the traffic class. There

are many methods for service rate allocation such as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)

in [16] or Generalized Process Sharing (GPS) in [a1]. WFQ allows assignment of weights

to different queues and divides the DSL bandwidth among these queues in the ratio

of the weights. Unlike WFQ, GPS shares automatically DSL bandwidth for each class

based on the information of the traffic as well as the buffer of the traffic class such as

the mount of buffer content, delay time at a time. When a source is inactive, its service

rates (or its DSL bandwidth), the bandwidth will be assigned to the other sources. In

this thesis, we do not consider this problem. We assume that the service rate for each

traffic class is given. Total of service rates for all traffic classes of the customer, C, is

the DSL's bandwidth, C:ÐC¡Thus, all traffic classes will be treated fairly, even in

--[èr
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Figure 3.2: QoS-capabie IP DSL.

the case that all traffic travel through the DSL channel simultaneously. That means the

customer can watch TV channel, browse Webs, and use IP telephone simultaneously in

good quality. To construct our proposal, we are studying and analyzing the following

parameters:

The logical buffer capacity for each traffic class.

The buffer capacity of the single buffer that is setup in the DSL port of the DSLAM.

The probability distributions of buffer content and delay in the single buffer with

the finite capacity.

Based on the statistical characteristics of the traffic classes and the guaranteed service

rate (or DSL bandwidth) for each class, we can determine the logical buffer capacity

for each class. For example, we can determine a logical buffer capacity for a traffic

class, that ensures that the overflow rate is less than 10-7, with low delay and a given

service rate. We will discuss how to derive the buffer content probability distribution

or the overflow probability, and the delay probability distribution for each traffic class

that is modeled as two-state MMFP in the following chapter. We have the capacity of

the logical buffers under the trade off between the overflow probability and the deiay

probability. Typically, video, voice and data traffic over ATM layer are modeled from

two-state MMFP models, which is discussed in chapter 2. We then apply these results

of overflow and delay probability distributions to evaluate the QoS performance of the

proposal in the DSLAM.
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In addition, we also recommend an additional algorithm for buffer allocation of traffic

classes to the proposal. It can increase the efficiency of the proposal. This approach will

reduce the overflow probabiÌity without increasing the single buffer capacity.

We suppose that there are only three traffic classes: voice, video and data coming in

the DSLAM/IP DSL. The bandwidth of the DSL access networks is C. Each class is fed

into its own logical buffer with finite capacity and served by a guaranteed rate C¿ where

7 < i, < 3, and of course, Ðl:rCo: C. Let the overflow probability for each traffic class

denote as j?i where 7 < i, < 3. From the statistical behavior of the traffic classes and the

acceptable overflow probability for these traffic, we get the capacity of the logical buffer

for theses traffic classes as Brr , 821 arrd -B31 , illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that the total

of the logicaì buffer capacities is the capacity of the single large buffer i.". Il:, Bt : B.

Let the threshold values of class i denote as B¿2 where (Bn < B¿1), and 1< ? < 3. The

overflow probability of the threshold value, 'i, is p'0. We also denote €¿ : B¿t - B¿2 às a

sharing buffer size of the class i,. Let 14 be the content of class i, at an arbitrary time.

The buffer allocation algorithm for the proposal is defined as followings:

For the buffer of class 1:

1. When the buffer content of class 1 reaches to its threshold value, Bp, i.e. V : Bn

at time t, the buffer of class 1 is allocated in one of three following cases:

o Case 1: If another class, e.g. class 2 or class 3, is using the sharing buffer

size el of class 1, the buffer size is only Bp, and the overflow happens with

the overflow probability of p". The reason is when the buffer of another class

are using the sharing buffer size of ciass 1, that means that the sharing buffer

capacities of the other classes aiso are being used by their own buffers at this

time.

o Case 2: If class 2 or class 3 does not use their sharing buffer size e2 or e3, then

their sharing buffer sizes are assigned to the buffer of class 1. Thus, the buffer

size of class 1 increases.
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Figure 3.3: Queueing model of the buffer allocation.

o Case 3: If the buffer content of all three classes, V: B¿z at the same time ú,

then their sharing buffer sizes are not assigned to the other buffers. Hence, the

buffer capacities of three classes are B¡, Bp and 813, 8,s the initial conditions.

2. If the buffer content V1 1 Bp, then the sharing buffer size of class 1, e1, cân be

assigned to the other buffers when their buffer contents reach to the threshold value

B¿''

Hence, the buffer size can be derived as followings

Bt : Bn + I'tq * I2e2l I3q,

V<B¿z

V) B¿z

D.\
¿L

where the function /¿ is defined as follows:

(llforftld - \

lofor\
where 'i :2,3.

And
(

rt | 1 for V2 1 822 and I/3 1 Bsz.

" 
: 

1 o for the other wise.(
In a similar manner, we have the algorithm for class 2 and class 3. This approach increases

the logical buffer capacity by sharing unused buffer capacity of the buffer of traffic classes
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without increasing the single buffer capacity. Thus, the overflow probability of individual

traffic classes reduces. In practice, the values of e1 , €2, â,rtd €3 âr€ setup rather small in

comparison to their logical buffer capacities. The delay time increases negligibly. In

chapter 4, we analyze this approach and find out the mean lower bound of the logical

buffer capacity of each traffic class.

3.3 Related Works

In this thesis, we setup a common buffer in a DSL port of the DSLAMs that connects

directly the the customer through DSL line. The buffer helps to reduce the bandwidth

requirements of the broadband service over DSL. Although the packet loss rate is reduced,

the delay time in the DSLAM increases. Therefore, we need to know the statistical

characteristics of the packet loss and delay time at the buffer. Each traffic class coming

in the DSLAM is assumed to be guaranteed by a DSL bandwidth event in the worst case

all traffic travel DSL line at the same time. In our proposal, \Àie can apply the existing

bandwidth allocation schemes. The thesis does not mention about these schemes. There

are many bandwidth allocation schemes such as Weigh Fair Queueing (WFQ), Weigh

Round Robin (WPR), and the latest scheme, Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS).

They are used widely as the scheduling discipline across traffic classed sharing a link at

network devices such switches, routers. in the first stage, the analysis of the bandwidth

allocation schemes only concentrated on the general processes of arrival traffic classes

with deterministic or stochastic setting. Therefore, the results that were got from the

analysis were not as good as the actual results. Recently the authors in [26], introduced

a solution that allows us to analyze GPS more accurately.

To increase the efficiency of the proposal, rve recommend a buffer allocation algorithm.

In the proposal, the single buffer divided into logical buffers that are fed by individual

traffic classes such as video, voice and data traffic. Logical buffer can be shared their

ó.f
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unused buffer by the above buffer allocation algorithm. Buffer allocation is not new

research topic. There are some types of buffer allocation schemes; complete sharing

(CS) [21], complete partitioning (CP) [27), and complete sharing with virtual partitions

(CSVP) [a8]. In the complete partitioning (CP) scheme, the entire buffer space is per-

manently partitioned among the ,^/ individual buffers. The sum of the individual buffer

allocations is equal to the total memory M. Hence, CP scheme actuaily does not pro-

vide any sharing. Under the CP policy, the buffer allocated to a port, which is wasted

if that port is inactive, since it cannot be used by other possibly active links. On the

other hand, under the CS policy, one of the individual buffers may monopolize most of

the storage space if it is highly utilized. In the CS scheme, a packet is lost when the

common single buffer is full. A packet is lost when its corresponding queue has already

reached its maximum allocation in the CP scheme. Meanwhile, in the CSVP scheme,

the single buffer is virtually partitioned into M segments correspondtng M traffic classes

with a buffer capacity. When the single buffer is not full, cells of any traffic class are

accepted upon arrival. When the buffer is fuli, if a traffic class 'd occupies fewer spaces

than its buffer capacity, then at least one other class 7 must occupy more than its buffer

capacity. The admission policy will admit a newly arriving class i bu pushing out a class

j ftom the buffer of class z, but will reject a newly arriving class 7 cells. The analysis of

all these schemes mainly focused on general arrival processes. Unlike to these schemes,

in our proposed scheme, the logical buffers will service the specific arrival traffic classes

including video, voice and data that are modeled by Markov modulated fluid process.

We also suppose that all traffic classes will be drop, and has no priority policies, when

the single buffer is full in our algorithm. Logical buffers only share their sharing buffer

size, when the buffer content of a logical buffer reaches to its threshold value, and the

sharing buffer of the other logical buffers are free. Our algorithm is not as complex as

the previous buffer allocation schemes.
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3"4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce a QoS-capable DSLAM/IP DSL for broadband services

transmission over the DSL access networks. We first discuss the limitations of the existing

DSLAM-no QoS guarantees for the broadband service over DSL. The major reason is

DSL's bandwidth can not meet the bandwidth requirements of broadband services. We

then explain how traffic classes come in the DSLAM/IP DSL. We propose to setup

a single large buffer including logical buffer for individual traffic classes in the DSL

port of the DSLAM. The buffer allows us to manage different QoS levels of broadband

services, especially restricting packet loss rate. In addition, we also recommend the buffer

allocation algorithm to the proposal. This algorithm increases the efficiency of the use

of the proposal. Finally we discuss some mechanisms that relate to our proposal already

were proposed in the previous research works.
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Chapter 4

Fluid-Flow Queue Analysis

In Chapter 3, we proposed a single large buffer in the DSL port of the DSLAM that

is divided by individual logical buffers for the different traffic classes of a customer.

All traffic classes coming in the buffer are modeled as MMFP described in chapter 2.

In this chapter, we flrst discuss a fluid-flow method f,o analyze the fluid-flow queueing

performance of the system in ATM networks and then analyze a system that is a Markov

fluid flow queue model driven by l\ independent two-state MMFP. The analysis compute

the probability distributions of overflow and delay in the system. The results are applied

to evaluate the QoS performance of our proposal in chapter 5. We also discuss the mean

value of the logical buffer capacity of individual traffic classes, when applying the buffer

allocation algorithm, which is recommended in chapter 3.

4.L Analytical Methodology

There are many models used in the performance analysis of telecommunication systems.

In ATM networks, fluid-flows model have been used frequently and effectively as a model

of ATM cells flow. Unlike traditional queueing analysis, this modeling approach ignores

the discrete nature of the real information flow and treats it as a continuous stream.

However, the fluid models are matched well to the ATM environment at the burst level,
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because of the following reasons:

The fixed ATM cell size is small and uniform.

The inter-arrival time between cells at the time of generation is constant for several

contiguous cells.

This model approach has been found to be quite effective, for example) see [11]. In this

thesis, the data link layer of the backbone networks is supposed to be ATM layer. The

traffic coming in the DSLAMs at Centre Office is cell flows. Thus, we can completely

apply MMFP models for video, voice and data sources to compute the probability dis-

tributions of overflow and delay for our proposal. There are many papers proposing

the solutions for fluid-flow queue analysis. Anick et al. [5] gave a,n explicit expression

for the steady-state behavior of buffer content using eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a

key matrix. However, the infinitesimal generator of the Markov chain is assumed as a

tridiagonai matrix. In [23], Kontovasilis and Mitrou studied the asymptotic behavior

of fluid-flow models with nearly complete decomposability characteristics. A conceptuai

framework, based on decomposition and aggregation techniques, leads to reduce the size

of the problem. Sericola and Tuffin [43] used the uniformization technique to derive a

new approach for the computation of the stationary buffer content driven by a Marko-

vian queue. Nevertheless, they supposed that the state space contains only one state with

negative effective input rate. Recently, Hedi Nabli [31] overcame this restriction and pre-

sented an accurate and numerically stable method to perform the asymptotic workload.

However, all solutions have some disadvantages as followings: (1) The aggregate source

is modeled by Markovian manner, e.g. M/M lI. That means that at each time only one

source is turned on or off. (2) The buffer capacity of the system is infinite.

In our method, we use eigenvalues and eigenvector to find the probability distribution

of overflow and delay time. We assume that the buffer capacity of the system is finite.

More general, we suppose that two or more individual sources can be turned into the

same state simultaneously.

J/

e

o
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Source 1

#Nt=)
-/---\ào(Ðv-,,--l
Source N The Buffer with the capacity of B

Figure 4.1: N two-state sources of the fluid queueing model.

4.2 A fluid-flow queue driven by N two-state Markov

sources

In our proposal, three different traffic classes are into three independent logical buffers.

The traffic classes are independent of each other. We will analyze independently each

logical buffer of a trafiÊc class that is guaranteed by a service rate. In general, we first

study a fluid-flow queue driven by N independent two-state MMFP. Then we apply the

results of the above system to compute for each buffer holding each traffic class such as

video traffic, voice traffic and data traffic.

4.2.L Mathematical description of the model

We suppose that there is a fluid queue model with finite buffer capacity and N inde-

pendent two-state Markov sources illustrated in Figure 4.1. The system is defined as

followings:

1. The buffer of the model is frnite with capacity B.

2. As long as the buffer is not empty, the service rate is C units per unit time.

3. N independent two-sate MMFP are defined as followings:

Let the states of the model denote as state 1 and state 2.

The mean sojoum time in state l and state 2 are olt, al',..., o;1 and B¡1,

þit,...,,6[1, respectively. Their statistical behaviors can be exponential dis-

tributions.

The Buffer with the capacity of B

a

c
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When a source i is at the state 1, it generates information flow at the uniform

rate of r¿1 units per unit time. Similarly, when a source ¿ is at the state 2, its

bit rate is r¿2units per unit time where'i:7,..,N.

To satisfy the stability of the model, we suppose that the mean rate of the

aggregate source is less than C and the peak rate of N sources is larger than

C.

A two-state source is characterized by (Mo,Rn),,i:1,...,N where M¿ is the generator

matrix of the source, and ft is the source rate. The generator matrix of the source i is

defined as:

*,:(-;,, 
:,)

This matrix is irreducible. A¿ : {rn r¿2) is the source rates. When the source is in state

1, the source rate is rig. Otherv/ise, the source rate is r¿. Let -B¿ denote diagonal matrix:

R¿:

39

(;;)

(4.1)

(4.2)

For example, if the source is a voice on/off source) the the state 1 is considered as on-state,

with bit rate of 64 Kbps. The state 2 is off-state, and its bit rate is 0. Let 5U) : l, 2

denote the state space ofsource z including state 1 and state 2. The stationary probability

vector of each source z is denotedby r¿. It satisfies the following properties:

TT¿M¿:0,

r¿LT :7,

where 1 is the row vector of 2 elements, each element being 1 and 7 denotes the transpose

operator.
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From the two equations above, we have the stationary probability vector of a two-state

Markov as follows:

40

",:(g #" ) (4 3)

(4 6)

(4 7)

The aggregate source of N independent two-state Markov sources is a continuous-time

Markov chain with state space S : { L, 2,....,2N}. when the Markov process is in state

j where 7 < i < 2N, let the rate of the aggregate source be R¡. The state of the sources

are statistically independent, and consequently. Therefore, the infinitesimal generator of

the aggregate source is defined as foilows:

M : MtØla ...8/+1a MzØ1a...aI+ ....+ 1a18....aI Ø Mw. (4.4)

where I denotes the Kronecker product, ,I is an identity matrixwith the síze12 x 2], and

M is an irreducible matrix. The stationary probability vector of the aggregate source is

the Kronecker product of the stationarv probability vectors of the individual source:

W:Tt8n28.....8n-¡,¡. (4 5)

W is a vector of 2N elements and satisfies WM :0 and WLT : l where 1is the row

vector of 2N elements, each element being 1 and ? denotes the transpose operator.

The system rate matrix ,R is:

because R¿ are diagonal matrices, thus R is also a diagonal matrix in which the number

of dialog elements is 2N, and their values are non-zero and the other elements of Q are

zero. Rd¿ denotes a dialog elements at the ith row. Let the system drift rate matrix be

D with:

D:R_CI

where f is a identify matrix with size l2N x 2Nl.
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To avoid trivialities in analyzing the queue model, we suppose that the mean rate of

the aggregate source must be:

R: (RWT)I, < C,

And the peak rate of the aggregate source

Ê: t(Ê,) > c,

where -Êo ir th. peak rate of the source i.

(4 8)

(4.e)

4.2.2 Fluid-flow Queueing Analysis

The Probability Distribution of Buffer Content

Assume that u is the buffer content of the system at time ú. With each state ^9 
: i

at time ú, the probability that the buffer content is less than u is denoted as p¿(u) :
P, {Qu 1 B,i,ú}. Let p(ú, u) : Pr {Qs < u,t} is the probability vector of buffer content

of the system. It is a set of buffer content probabilities at states ? € {1, ...,2*}, p(u) :

{pr(r),....,p2N(u)}. When the model is in equilibrium, i.e p(ú,r) : p(r)l¿-66, wê have

the following equation:

nfiv@): Mp(u),

where 01u I B.

We assume that the buffer capacity of the system is finite. Thus, we have the following

conditions:

o When the buffer content is empty, the its probability at state i is denoted as :

Pr {Empty buffer and the system state is i} : p¿(0). (4.11)

o When the buffer content reaches the buffer capacity of the system, its probability

(4.10)
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at state i is

Pr {FuII buffer and the system is at the state i}

: Pr {The system state is at i}
(4.12)

- Pr {Butrer content: B, when the system state is at i}

: w(i) - p¡(B).

From (4.10), we have the corresponding eigenvaiue/eigenvector problem

DzS: ¡46, (4 13)

where (2, S) are the eigenvalues/eigenvectors of matrix D-r M .

Lel d¡, and d- denote the number of positive and negative diagonal elements of the

matrix D. In the stable system, the eigenvalues of the equation (a.13) and d.,., and d-

have some relationships [30]:

. z¿n I ... 1 zz < 4 1 zd:0 1 z¿-t

of eigenvalues.

o d+ and d- - I are the number of negative and positive eigenvalues, respectively.

o There is a zero eigenvalue, zd:0.

In the system with N independent two-state MMFP models, d is 2N , so the probability

vector of buffer content has the spectral represention as follows:

2N -I
p(u) :a2nW+Ð a¿erp(z¿u)S(I), (4.I4)

I:7

where the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue z¿ is denoted by þ(I), andW is

the stationary probability vector of the aggregate source in (a.5). To more detail, the

42
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equation in (4.14) is written as follows:

A1

O,2

erp(zp)þ(l, 2t) erp(22, -p)ó(2* - 1, 2t) W (2*) a2N

43

n@)

pz(u)

pz* (u)

erp(z1u)þ(7,I) erp(22*_p)ó(2* - 1,1) W(1)

erp(zp)þ(L,2) erp(22, _p)ó(2* - L,2) W(2)

erp(z1u)þ(7,3) erp(22'u -p)ó(2* - 1,3) W(3)

(4.15)

The coefficients, a,¿, where r < i, < 2N in (+.t+) or (4.i5), are unknown. However, we can

determine the numerical values of these coefficients based on the boundary conditions,

i.e u :0 the buffer is empty, and u : B the buffer is full.

It is easy to see that when the rate of the aggregate source is less than the service

rate, C, or the drift rate at the state j is negative, then it is impossible that the buffer

is full. From (4.12), we have:

w(j) : p¡(B) (4 16)

2N -r
W(j): a2NW(j) + D a¿erp(z¿B)þ(t; j).

t:7

where i : I,. . , 2N and ó(¿; j) is the i.th eigenvector in state j and, W (j) is the stationary

probability in the state 7.

Similarly, if the rate of the aggregate source is larger than the service rate or the drift

rate is positive in state j, then the buffer is not empty. From (4.11), we have:

P¡(o) :0.

(4.17)

(4 18)

olV '

0: azNW(j) + t a¿ó(h j).
t:i

(4 le)

From (4.17) and (4.L9), we have a linear system of equations with 2N equations and 2N
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variables a1, ..., a2N'.

w¡(')

U

erp(z1B)þ(I, j) erp(z2N -18)ó(2' - I, j) W(j)

ó(2N - 1,k) w(k)
(4 20)

where 1 < j,lc < 2N and j,k are the states in which the drift rates have negative and

positive values, respectively.

Solving the system, we get the values of. a1,...,a2N. Thus, we have the probability of

buffer content in (aM). To use the analysis efficiently and easily, we introduce a pseudo-

code of the algorithm for computing the probability of overflow as followings:

Input: The initial values of the systems:

The buffer capacity, and service rate of the system: B, C.

The statistical values of N independent two-state Markov sources:

The mean sojoum time in state 1 and state 2 for each traffic class: a1 , e2,..,(rN

and beta1, lJr, ..., 13n.

The bit rate of states: r¿1, r¿2 where 7 < i, < 2N.

Step 1: Computing Procedures:

o The infinitesimal generator matrix M using (4.4).

o The stationary probability vector I4z using (4.5).

o The system rate matrix Ã using (4.6).

o The eigenvalues/eigenvectors of the matrix D-rM: z,þ.

2: Determining the coefficients of the linear equation system in (4.1b), ø¡ where

12N:

44
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o
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I<j
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o From the initial conditions, we have the linear equation systems as (a.20).

o Solving this systems.

Step 3: Computing the probability vector of buffer content using (4.15) and the deter-

mined coefficients , a,¡, in step 2:

2N

Pr(u):\,no{r).
i:l

Output: Pr {Qp < u}.

Overflow Probability

If we assume that the capacity of the buffer is u1, we have the probability of buffer content

that reaches the buffer capacity, ø1 as follows:

Pr(Q" l ut),

which is derived from (4.14).

Therefore, the overflow of the buffer whose capacity is u1 is, Pr^ as:

Prou(u1 > Qn) - 1 - Pr(Q" < rr). (4.2r)

In general, v/e can use (4.14) and (a.2I) to derive the overflow probabilities of the buffers

in where the values of u are considered as the capacities of the buffers.

Delay Time Probability Distribution

The average throughput of the source via the queue is:

7: (the average source rate) - (the loss rate).

The average source rate is
2N

.R: t r¿Rd"¿,

i:1.
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where -Rd¿ is the ith dialog element of matrix R, and a'¿ is stationary probability at state

i. Since p¿(oo) : zr¿. Thus for frnite buffer, when the buffer content u is larger than the

buffer capacity B, it is called overflow or packet loss. We have:

r¿: p¿(B) * p¿(u > B),

where p¿(B) : pe(u < B) is the probability that buffer content is buffer capacity, B. So

the overflow probability or loss probability at the state z is

h(usB):nn-P¿(B)'

In the states in which the drift rate is positive that means the input rate is larger than

the service rate, the buffer content of the systems increases by a rate

Rdi - c.

The average loss rate is

2N

Rr:D(Rd.o - c) ("0 - pn(B)) ,

i:I

where 2N is the number states of the aggregate source including N independent two-state

Markov sources. Hence,

T: R- Rr

2N 2N

: t r¿Rd,¿- t (Rdo - C) ("n - p¿(B))
i:7 i_.t 

Yx\" ) ) (4'22)

2NlKl
: f À¿p¡(B) + c lt- t p,@)l .

i:t | ;:r _l

Now we consider the probability distribution of buffer content. If the buffer content is

u, then the time that this buffer content is in the system is ú : fi where the service rate

is C, and it is called as delay time. The probability that delay time is less that ú can be

derived from the probability of buffer content as folìows [17]:

P, {r} : { + 
P?-r' 

À¿p¿(ct) for o ( t < Blc'
(4.23)

[ + Di' Ào(nn - pt(B)) ror t : B lc
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Figure 4.2: The overflow probabilities vs. bufier capacity.

4.2.3 Numerical Investigations

We consider three independent and identical on-offsources described in Table 4.1. In all

three sources, the on-periods and the off-period are assumed to be exponential distributed

with the mean sojoum time in state 1 of a, and in state 2 of p, respectively. The bit

rate matrix of each source is denoted by A. The aggregate of the sources are fed into

a buffer with the capacity of B and served at a constant service rate C. More precise,

we conduct three experiments by varying the values of the parameters in on-off MMFP

models and the service rate. In the experiment 2, we reduce the values of mean sojourn

time in state 1 of the source 2 and source 3 in comparison with the experiment 1. The

buffer capacity and the service rate is the same in the experiment 1. In the experiment

3, we only increase the service rate in comparison with the experiment 1, see Table 4.1.

Under fluid-flow queue analysis in the previous section, we develop a MATLAB pïogram

to compute the overflow probabilities vs. the buffer capacities and the delay probability
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Figure 4.3: The delay time probability.

Sources Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment B

[o 13] [0 13] [0 13]

[0 15] [0 15] [0 15]

[0 10] [o 10] [0 10]

t2 L2

27

A1

0,

R1

/)U,

Rz

/)
P3

R3

72

2227

Table 4.7: A fluid-flow queue driven by 3 on/off MMFP models
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distributions in three experiments. Figure 4.2 plots the overflow probabilities which

vary in the values of buffer capacity in three experiments. The delay time probability

distributions are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The error tolerances of the computation are:

4.4228e-075, 8.6142e-016 and 3.9940e-015 in the experiment 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

4.3 Analysis of Buffer Allocation Algorithm

In this section, we investigate the buffer capacity of the logical buffers in the system,

when using the buffer allocation aigorithm that is recommended in chapter 3. Based on

the algorithm of the buffer allocation, we can determine the mean values of the individual

Iogicaì buffer capacity. We first consider the buffer capacity of the class 1. The mean

buffer capacity of the sources 1 will be:

B'tt: Bn I (rt + ,, + €a)Pr {r, < 822} Pr {rr < Bsz} , (4.24)

where Pr {u2 a Bzz} - 1 - p! where p', is the probability that the buffer content of the

source 2 is 822 and Pr {rr < Bzz} : I - pL where pi is the probability that the buffer

content of the source 3is Bs2.B1z,822, and 832 are threshold value of the buffers of class

1, 2, and 3.

Proof:

If the sharing buffer size of class 1, e1 is being used by the other buffer, then e1, €.2 ard

63 âr€ also being used by the other logical buffers. Therefore, the buffer capacity of class

l is Bp.

The sharing buffer, e1, depends on the buffer content of the logical buffer 2 and 3. The

buffer of class l can use e1, if the buffer contents of classes are less than 822 and 832, i.e.

the buffer e1 is free to use for its buffer. Assume that the buffer content of all buffer of

class 2 and 3 are under their threshold values. We have the mean value of the sharing

buffer e1 as:

49

elPr {u2 < Bzz} Pr {4 < Bsr} .
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The sharing buffer sizes, e2 and e3, are assigned for the buffer of class 1, when their buffer

contents are less than their threshold values, e.g. B¿2 and their sharing buffer is not

assigned to another buffer. For example, the sharing buffer of class 2 is only assigned to

the buffer of ciass 1, when its buffer content is less than its threshold value of 822, and

its sharing buffer is not being assigned to the buffer of class 3, i.e. u3 1 Bzz. Therefore,

we can get the expected values of e2for the buffer of the source 1 as follows:

e2Pr {u2 < Bzz} .

In a similar manner) we have the mean values of e3 for class 1 as follows:

esPr {us < Bzz} .

Therefore, the mean values of the buffer capacity of class 1 is:

B'tt: Bn I (rl. + ,r'l q)(Pr {r, < 822} Pr {r, < Brr} (4 25)

Similarly, we also have the mean values of the buffer capacity of class 2 and 3 as followings:

BLr: Bzz * (r''. + ,, -l q)(Pr {rr < Bp} Pr {ut < Bt } (4.26)

B'sr: Bsz * (rl. + ,, + €3)(Pr {r, < 822} Pr {u, < Brr} (4.27)

Hence, v/e can find out the overflow probability for individual traffic classes that are

derive from the buffer capacities B'rr, BLr, and Blr.

The values of Pru2l Bzz and Pru3l Bsz is supposed to approximate to 1, because

the packet loss rate is often assumed to be as minimum as possible. In addition, we

assume that e1 : €2: e3, from (4.25) the mean value of buffer capacity of class 1is

B'tt: Bn * 3e1(Pr {u, < 822} Pr {rt < Btt} (4.28)

Meanwhile, if we don not apply the buffer allocation algorithm, then the buffer capacity

is
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Comparing (4.28) with (4.29)) we see that Bl, ) Bn. That means that the overflow

probability of class l will reduce if applying the algorithm. The results in (4.24), (4.26),

and (4.27) show that the buffer allocation algorithm can increase the efficiency of our

proposal for the DSLAM for broadband services over the DSL access networks.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we describe the analytical methodology to evaluate our proposal in the

DSLAM/IP DSL in the following chapter. Firstly we explain the fluid-flow method, and

the reasons that we use this methodology to analyze. Secondly we describe a general

analytical solution for fluid-flov/ queue driven by N independent two-state Markov mod-

ulated fluid process sources. The QoS parameters of the analysis are the probability

distributions of buffer content and delay time. We also investigate the solution in some

numerical examples. Finally, we determine the mean capacities of the logical buffers for

individual traffic classes, when applying the buffer allocation algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation

In the previous chapters, v/e proposed a solution to deal with the problems of the DSL

access networks. A large single buffer was setup in the DSL port of the DSLAM or IP

DSL. This single buffer is divided into logical-buffers for individual traffic classes. The

proposal reduces the bandwidth requirement of the broadband services. In addition,

under this proposal, the DSLAM/IP DSL can provide different QoS levels for broadband

services over the DSL access networks. When we setup a single buffer in the DSLAM, the

loss rate is improved, but there is a delay time in the DSLAM . Therefore, we introduced

an analytical method, fluid-flow analysis, to get the probability of overflow and delay time

in chapter 4. The results of the analysis allow us to trade-off between the loss rate and

delay, and then to get the buffer capacity. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance

of the proposal by using fluid-flow analysis. We first model the practicalH.264lAVC

video, voice and data sources as two-state MMFP models. Under results of the chapter

4 and the MMFP models, we then investigate the QoS performance of the DSLAM/IP

DSL using our proposal. The QoS is measured in terms of loss rate and tail distribution

of delay.
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The number of video lrames

Figure 5.1: 79.96s variable bit-rate H.264 video sequence.

5.1 Application Developments

To evaluate the performance of the DSLAM/IP DSLs using fluid-flow method, we have

to first model video, voice and data sources coming in the DSLAM. In this section, we

consider the practicalH.264lAYC video, voice and data sources. All these sources are

characterized into Markov Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP). With video traffic class, we

have used H.264lAVC Mobi,le video sequence from [1] to model using the video modeling

methodology described in chapter 2. Meanwhile, the MMFP of the voice call is drawn

from [14]. This model corresponds to the traffic characteristics of a typical voice call over

ATM network. With the FTP and data sources, we match the moments of these sources

from [39]. The traffic models of FTP and data classes are all on-off MMFP.

5.1.1 Video Models

In chapter 2, we discussed the benefits of the H.264lAVC video coding for video trans-

mission over data networking and the method that is used to model a video source.

H.264lAVC is a promising solution for video applications transmission over DSL in the

future. Therefore, we developed a set of MATLAB programs to measure the bit-rate,

histogram and autocorrelation of a H.264lAVC Mobile video sequence from [1]. The

maximum frame size of this video sequence is 47.372Kb, giving a bit of at 25 frames per

second. Figure 5.1 shows this video sequence including 2000 video frames with Common
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600
Video Traces (Kbps)

Figure 5.2: The probability distribution of the H.264 video sequence.

Intermediate Format (CIF) size: 352x288 pixels in the duration time of 79.96 second.

The probability density of this video sequence is also illustrated in Figure 5.2. From the

video modeling method in chapter 2 and the measured values of H.264lAYC Mobi,Le video

sequence) we modeled the video sequence as two independent two-state Markov Modu-

Iated Fluid Process Model (MMFP). The statistical characteristics of the model àra p1 :
0.00341, Pz : 0.0445,Ps : 0.0393, pq, : 0.134, À1, : 50.2709Kbps, Àrz : 605.0294Kbps,

Àzr : 55.6078Kbps, and Àzz:95.9095Kbps. We can write the model by two indepen-

dent two-state models as followings:

The first two-state MMFP has the transition probability matrix and the bit-rates of

two states are:

/\
I t - o.oo341 0.0341 \Pr:l I (5.1)
I o.o¿¿s r - 0.0445 I\/

The mean bit-rates of the state 1 and2 are À11 :50.2I09Köps and À."-: 605.0294Kbps,

respectively. In the second model, the probability transition matrix and the bit rates of
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And the mean bit rates in the states are À21 : 55.6078KBirs and Àr, : 95.9095Kbps.

To proceed with the analysis, we have to convert the transition probability matrices

P¿ into the transition rate or generator matrices Mi 124) with the same steady-state

probability and auto-correlation function as followings:

Mi: Í(Pi - I), (5 3)

where / is the video frame rate, and 1 is the 2 x 2 tdentity matrix. The unit time of the

generator matrices depends on the unit time of the frame rate. In our case) the frame rate

of the video sequences is 25 frames/s. Thus, we have the following generator matrices of

two independent two-state MMPP models:

CsaprBn 5. PpRpoRtr¡aNCE EvALUATToN

two states are:

( t -o.o'e3 o.o3e3 
\

1) _t12- t 
0.0393 0.0393 

ì

\ 0.134 r - o.ß4 )

( -o.oornl o.ooo341
Mt :25 (Pl - I) :25 

|

\ 0.0445 -0.0445

and /
/ -o.osgs 0.0393

Mz:25(P2 - I) :25 
|

\ 0.134 -0.134

Hence, the mean peak bit-rate of the video source is:
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(5 2)

)
(5 4)

(5.5 )

\*o, : Àrz * Àzz : 605.0294 + 95.9095 : 700.9389 Kbps.

The mean bit-rate of the video source is:

À^ : I54.4474Kbps.

5.L.2 Voice and Data Models

Voice traffic is typically an on-off MMFP model. The sojourn time in the states of

this model distribute exponentially. When voice traffic is encapsulated into ATM cells,
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typically the mean bit-rate is 16Kps and the arrival bit-rate of on-state is 32Kbps. The

mean sojourn time in each state is 0.5s [1a]. So that the voice calls, which is encapsulated

into ATM cells, have the following on-off MMFP model:

The generator matrix of the voice source is:

Moo¿." (5 6)

The bit-rate in the on-state is Àp¡ : 32Kbps and the bit-rate in the off-state is À6rp¡ -
0Kbps.

In this thesis, we consider two data traffic classes: a data source and a FTP data

source. Data and FTP data traffic are all modeled as on-off MMFP models, which are

from [39]. The detail of these models is described as followings:

For data source, the mean sojourn time in on-state is 3s and the mean sojourn time

in off-state is ls. The bit-rate of on-state is assumed is 256Kbps. This data source is

presented briefly as followings:

Mdoto (5.7)

:(;iï jfi)

:(ï iî )
The bit rate in the on-state is

Àopp:jKbps. Similarly, a FTP

model:

Ào¡¿ : 256Kbps and the bit

data source is modeled as the

rate of the off-state is

following on-off MMFP

( o.oru, 0.0267 \Mprpaoro:l | (58)

\1 -1 )

The bit-rate of on-state is À6¡¿ : I27.2Kbps and the bit-rate of off-state is Àp¡. :
)Kbps. Tables 5.2 and 5.2 describe the summary of MMFP models of H.26alAVC video,

voice, data and FTP data sources.
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Table 5.7: H.264IAVC video source.

d. p À1 ),2

Voice model 2.0 2.0000 0.000 32

Data model 0.3 1.0000 0.0000 256.00

Data FTP model 0.0267 1.000 0.0000 127.20

Table 5.2: Voice, data and FTP sources.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

We consider the case that a customer is provided broadband services including a video

channel, four voice calls, a data, and a FTP data services oveï DSL channel. The

characteristics of all traffic sources are modeled and described in the previous section,

see Tables 5.2 and 5.2. To guarantee different QoS levels for broadband services over

the DSL access networks, the minimum bandwidth of the DSL channel is typically the

total of the mean peak rates of all traffic classes. According to Tables 5.2 and 5.2, the

minimum DSL bandwidth must be

Ç : Àu;deon"ol, * 4 X ÀoN-uo¿.u I Àç¡¡-¿oto t Àç¡¡-prc
(5 e)

: 700.9389 Kbps * 4 x 32Kbps * 256Kbps -t I27.2Kbps : I2II$BB9Kbps.

Now we use our proposal for the DSLAM. A single buffer, which is divided into logical

buffers, is setup in the DSL port of the DSLAM. Each traffic class is fed into its own

logical buffer. To investigate the performance of the DSLAM using the proposal, we

developed a MATLAB program to compute the probability distribution of overflow and

Éì7¿t

o p À1 À2

Model 1 0.0852 t.II25 50.2109 605.0294

Model 2 0.9825 3.64250 55.6078 95.9095
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delay for each traffic class by applying the analyticaÌ framework discussed in chapter

4 and MMFP models in application developments section. If we assume a maximum

overfl.ow probability of video source is L,¿¿"o : 4 x 10-8, then the effective bandwidth

of H.264lAYC video source) Buideo, is 680Kbps and its logical buffer capacity is 68Kbps.

The results above are derived from the trade-off between the buffer capacity and delay

time for H.264|AVC video traffic class. The curve of Figure 5.3 presents the overflow

probabilities of video source) which vary on the values of buffer capacity. The delay

probability distribution is plotted in Figure 5.4.

In a similar mânner, we also get the results of the logicaÌ buffer capacity, (B,o¿."),

and the DSL bandwidth for four voice cails with a minimum loss rate of 10-7 are 18Kö

and Ll8Kbps, respectively. Note that all results above are derived from the trade-off

between buffer capacity and delay. The overflow probability of four voice call traffic

vs. the buffer capacity is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 presents the delay time

probability distribution.

Unlike video traffic and voice traffic, data traffic is not sensitive much to delay time.

The logical buffer capacity of data services is increased to reduce the bandwidth require-

ment of the services. For a data source and a FTP data source in Table 5.2 we have the

Iogical buffer capacity, Bd.oto, is 300Kb with a minimum overflow rate of 10-4. The DSL

bandwidth requirement of this service is272Kbps. Figure 5.7 and 5.8 present the overflow

probability vs. the buffer capacity and delay time probability distributions, respectively.

When the DSLAM/IP DSL uses the proposal, the bandwidth requirement of broad-

band services over the DSL access networks is:

Cp: 680Kbps * lLSKbps * 272Kbps : 7070Kbps. (5.10)

The minimum overflow rate for the video source, voice calls and data services are 4 x

1g-8, 1g-z and 10-a, respectively. From (5.9) and (5.10), rÃ/e see that the bandwidth

requirement of broadband over DSL access networks is reduced, when using our proposal.
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The buffer capacity of the single buffer, which is setup in a DSL port of the DSLAM is:

B :68Kb + 78Kb + 300Kö :3g6Kb.

Therefore, the analytical framework in chapter 4 allows us to analyze and. trade-off be-

tween the loss rate and the delay, when a single buffer is established in the DSL ports

of the DSLAM. The above results show that the proposal reduces the bandwidth re-

quirements and support different QoS levels of broadband services over the DSL access

networks.

In practice, the most common DSL technology, ADSL, typically operates at the bit-

rate of 1 Mbps. When depioying broadband services over the DSL access networks, the

bandwidth requirement for the DSL network will increase. Increasing the bandwidth of

DSL is not ease for the service provider, because of the limitation of the distance from the

CO to the customers. The longer distance is the less DSL bandwidth. It makes the de-

ployment cost grow up, if the service provider shortens the distance or upgrade to VDSL

technology, which provides much more bandwidth than ADSL. In addition to the high

VDSL deployment cost, VDSL is not still standardized and applied commonly. However,

under our proposal, the bandwidth requirement of broadband services transmission over

the DSL access network is reduced as in the above analysis. The other hands, our pro-

posal also guarantees different QoS levels of broadband services over the DSL networks.

Network designers can setup QoS guarantees for each traffic class according to its QoS re-

quirement, and evaluate the performance of the DSL access networks based on fluid-flow

analysis framework in chapter 4. For example, for data service, to guarantee the QoS

packet loss when reducing the bandwidth requirement of data services, we only increase

the capacity of the logical buffer of data service. We also need to consider the delay time

in the DSLAM. Under the delay and overflow probability, we can trade-off between the

buffer capacity and allowable delay time of data service to get the logical buffer capacity

of data service.

Fluid-flow analytical framework in chapter 4 is very important for network design-
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Figure 5.3: The overflow probability of video source vs. the buffer capacity.

ers and administrators to construct and evaluate the performance of the DSLAM for

broadband services over the DSL access networks.

5.2.L Buffer Allocation Algorithm

In this section, we investigate the numerical results of the buffer allocation algorithm

recommended to the proposal in chapter 4. We suppose that the shared buffer capacity

of the logical buffers of video source and voice calls, e1, and e2 are 4Kb. The shared

buffer capacity of data service is e3: 16Kb. Let Bp, 822 and 832 denote as the threshold

values of the logical buffers of video source) voice calls and data services. From the above

suppose, the values of Bp, 822 and Bs2 àre as followings:

Bn : Baideo - €L : 68 - 4 : 64Kb.

Bzz : Booi"" - e2 : 18 - 4 : I4Kb.

Bn: Buid.eo - €3 : 300 - L6:284Kb.
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Figure 5.8: The delay time probability of data and FTp sources.

From the analysis of the overflow probability in the previous section, we get:

Pr(u1 < Brr) - 1- pr(u1> Brz) - 1- 4.ggZ x 10-8,

where u1 is the buffer content of video source.

Pr(u2 < Bzz) - 1- Pr(u2> Bzz) - 1- 3.032 x 10-6,

where u2 is the buffer content of voice calls.

Pr(us < Bzz) - 1- Pr(us> Bzz) - 1- b.339 x 10-5,

where u3 is the buffer content of video souïce.

According to (4.24), (4.26) and (4.27), we have the mean lower bound buffer capacities

of video source, voice calls, and data sources are:

Buid.eo : 64]_ (4+ 4+ 16) x (1 - 3.032 x 10-6) x (1 - b.339 x 10-5) : gT.ggggKb.

B,oi". : 74* (4+ 4+ 16) x (I - r.r25x 10-7) x (1 - b.339 x 10-5) : 3T.gg}gKb.
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Booro:284+ (4+4+ 16) x (1 - 1.125 x 10-z) x (1 - 3.032 x 10-6) :307.9999Kb.

The logical buffer capacities of all trafiÊc classes increase, when the buffer aiiocation

algorithm is applied. Table 5.3 shows the overflow probabilities of all traffic classes

before and after applying the buffer allocation algorithm. We can see that the overflow

probabilities of video source and voice calls are much less than before using the buffer

allocation algorithm. Thus, the algorithm show that the efficiency of our proposal for

the DSLAMs increases, when v/e use the buffer allocation algorithm for the proposal.

Traffic Class No Buffer All. algorithm Using Buffer all. Algorithm

Video 4.887 x 10-8 1.23 x 10-e

Voice 1.104 x 10-7 5.385 x 10-14

Data 3.841 x 10-5 3.36 x 10-5
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Table 5.3: The overflow probabilities of traffic classes.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have evaluated the QoS performance of our proposal by using practical

traffic models. The QoS evaluation is measured in terms of loss rate and tail distribution

in delay. In the section 5.1, we model practical traffic sources as two-state MMFP models.

Video model is derived from the H.264lAVC video Mobi,le sequences. Meanwhile, voice

and data models are drawn from the previous research papers. In the next section, the

performance of the proposal have been discussed by using two-state MMFP models of

the video, voice and data sources and the results of fluid-flow analysis in chapter 4.

Results of the performance show that under our proposal, the existing DSLAM or IP

DSL completely guarantee the QoS requirements for broadband services over the DSL

access networks.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the feasible deployment of broadband services

over DSL access networks. We propose to estabiish a single buffer in the DSL port of

the DSLAM that connects directly to the customer. The single buffer is divided into

Iogical-buffers for individual traffic classes to the customer. Each traffic class is fed into

its own logical buffer, which is in term guaranteed by a service rate or a DSL bandwidth.

Under this the proposal, the DSLAM/IP DSLs can provide QoS for broadband services

over the DSL access networks. The QoS performance evaluation is based on results

of the analysis of N independent two-state MMFP and MMFP models of the practical

H.264lAVC video sequence, voice, data, and FTP data sources. Results of this analysis

show that the exiting DSLAMs/IP DSLs installed by our proposal can provide different

QoS levels for broadband services over the DSL access networks. Now we can call the

DSLAM/IP DSL with our proposal as a QoS-capable DSLAM/IP DSL for broadband

services over the DSL access networks

In addition, we also recommend a buffer allocation algorithm for the proposal. The

algorithm allows unused buffer capacity of individual logical buffers to be shared. This

increases the buffer capacity of the individual logical buffers, which in term will reduce

the overflow probability. Thus, the efficiency of the proposal is increased by adding the
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buffer allocation algorithm.

As part of the proposal, we adopt a modified analytical methodology, which uses

a fluid-flow analysis to evaluate the performance of the proposal. We chose fluid-flow

method that has been found to be effective to ATM network, because the widespread

existence of ATM in the current DSL networks.

The evaluation of the proposal is measured in terms of overflow and tail distributions

of delay. When using fluid-flow analysis, the practical H.2641I'VC video, voice, and

data sources 'ffere flrst modeled as two-state MMFP modeìs. These models then were

appiied into fluid-flow analysis to evaluate the performance of the proposal. Fluid-flow

analysis and two-sate MMFP models are very useful in predicting and evaluation the

performance of the QoS capable DSLAMs/IP DSLs for broadband services over the DSL

access networks.

In closing, we state that with our proposal, the existing DSLAMs/IP DSLs can provide

QoS for the broadband services over the DSL access networks. Now we can call it a QoS-

capable DSLAM/IP DSL. The buffer allocation algorithm also significantly increases

the efficiency of the proposal. Furthermore, the fluid-flow analysis is excellent tool for

designing, administrating, and evaluating the DSL access networks.
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